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MISSOULA, Mont.--

An Aspen, Colo., ecologist will give the fifth and final lecture in a series sponsored under a $2,000 grant to the University of Montana.

The speaker most recently named to the series is Dr. Alfred Etter, of Aspen, who is an ecologist with a group known as Defenders of Wildlife.

Dr. Etter will discuss "Dilemmas of Development" or "Our Vanishing Heritage, the Impact of Science and Business on Natural Resources in the Northwest" on May 7.

The lecture series, which is under the direction of Dr. George J. Brabb, professor of business administration and management on the Missoula campus, begins Nov. 1 with a lecture by Dr. Gary M. Andrew, an associate professor of business administration at the University of Minnesota.

Sponsor of the series is the Sperry and Hutchinson Co. The University of Montana won the grant in competition with more than 420 colleges and universities. Only 37 institutions received the lecture grants through the S & H Foundation Inc.

The series is designed to present persons of recognized capacity in discussions of the nature of the practice of business management and the business side of scientific endeavor in the modern world.
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